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OverviewOverview

Today's seminar will give you an introduction to useful 

techniques & technologies

when developing software

alone

in a small team

                     in a large collaboration
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Source Code Version Control
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What is your preferred work environment ?

How can you keep your (virtual) desktop clean and tidy ?
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Source Code Version ControlSource Code Version Control

Version Control Systems (RCS) help you keep to your information organized and up-to-
date while keeping the history at the same time

Historically, these systems emerge from the need of groups of software developers to 
work on the same code base

Distributed software development is one of the main uses cases, but RCS can do much 
more
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Version Control: The Basic PrinciplesVersion Control: The Basic Principles

Many implementations of the underlying principle exist, but all share common concepts

Repository 

Entity collecting the files and directories

Add

Files and Folders are added to the version control system and are then “tracked”

Commit

If a snapshot of the current state of all tracked items should be stored, the user 
performs a commit operation

Revision

A revision represents the state of all tracked files at one point in time

Update

Other users can retrieve this new revision (and its changes) by performing an 
update on their local copy
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Version Control: The Basic PrinciplesVersion Control: The Basic Principles

Merge

If two users changed the same file and commit to the repository, the VCS 
tries to merge the two changes. If this fails, a user must intervene.

Branch

To develop new features or fix bugs, users can create a branch

When created, the branch contains all files with the current state of the 
main branch

This allows to have 2 versions of a file, one on main and one on the 
branch

The separate branch can either be merged back to main later or kept 
separate 

Revision 1 Revision 2 Revision 3 Revision 4 Revision 5

Branch
Revision 1

Branch
Revision 2Branching Merge

Main

Branch
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The Version Control Software Zoo: CVSThe Version Control Software Zoo: CVS

Over the years, a large amount of version control software was released

We want to focus on the most relevant in today's software development everyday life

Concurrent Versions System ( CVS )
The dinosaur in the business

Still in use for rather large projects, also at CERN (e.g. for CMS software)

A central server hosts the repository and users can connect via network

cvs add <filename>
add a file to the cvs version control

cvs commit -m “here goes my commit message” <filename>
transfer the changes of file to the central server

cvs update
download the most recent changes from the central repository

cvs diff <filename>
Show the uncommitted local changes in a file with respect to the central version
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The Version Control Software Zoo: SVNThe Version Control Software Zoo: SVN

CVS has some restrictions:

No support for moving and renaming files and folders

Commits on the repository are not atomic, this can leave 

the central repository in an undefined state
These limitations led to the development of Subversion, which builds on CVS' concepts

Subversion (SVN)
Used by many open-source software projects and also widely used in the HEP domain

A central repository is hosted on a server and users can connect via various transports 
(file system, ssh, http, proprietary svn protocol )

svn add <filename>
add a file to the cvs version control

svn commit -m “here goes my commit message” <filename>
transfer the changes of file to the central server

svn update
download the most recent changes from the central repository
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The Version Control Software Zoo: GITThe Version Control Software Zoo: GIT

Developed by Linus Torvalds to manage the Linux kernel source

Fundamental difference wrt CVS and SVN: no central repository

Every use has his own local repository he commits to

If source code must be shared among multiple people, these private repositories are 
merged

This allows for a more decentralized development style, as needed for the Linux kernel

But: This model also makes it harder to understand and use by novice users

git add <filename>
add a file to git version control

git commit -m “here goes my commit message”
commit all added files to the local repository

git push 
transfer the changes of the local repository to a remote repository

git pull 
transfer the changes in a remote repository to the local one
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Test Driven Development & 
Unit Testing
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Unit Tests & Test Driven Development (TTD)Unit Tests & Test Driven Development (TTD)

Let's do one step back, how is software developed on the lowest level?

Write / Change
Source Code

Verify
Functionality

Debug

If necessary
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TTD and Manual TestingTTD and Manual Testing

“The faster the iterative process of 
writing / verifying and debugging code 
can be performed, the more productive 
the developer will be.”

Which setup do you use to verify the 

correctness of your code and debug it?

In many cases not only the unit-under-test ( C++ class, 

function, set of classes ) is part of the setup, but the whole application stack

Input data and application states are manually fed to test the correct behavior 
of the implementation 

Some application conditions (especially error states) are very hard or 
impossible to “simulate”  in the test setup, especially with a complex stack of 
interdependent classes

Debugging “the full application” to trace down the source of an error is very 
time consuming and complicated

Write / Change
Source Code

Verify
Functionality

Debug

If necessary
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TTD DeconstructedTTD Deconstructed

The Test Driven Development (TTD) methodology tackles all of these problems 
at the same time

The main tool of TTD are so-called Unit Tests

The basic idea:

Extract functional units of a bigger application and 

verify their functionalities one-by-one

Functional Units in C++: mostly classes which encapsulate one functionality

Rather then having the developer (you) verify the correctness of an 
implementation by looking at the (console) output of the application, so called 
unit tests are programmed

In general these tests reside outside of the functional units,  the class under-
test, and verify the behaviour and output of the class

For a functional unit, more than one unit test can (and should) exist to test 
various aspects of the implementation and check for error states

Once this unit tests created they are part of the code base. 

All tests are run on a regular basis to verify that bugs have not been introduced
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TTD: An ExampleTTD: An Example

After this abstract introduction, a very concrete example

The task: You have to implement a C++ class which increases all integer 
entries of a std::vector by one.

How would you test your implementation ?
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Unit Tests & Test Driven Development (TTD)Unit Tests & Test Driven Development (TTD)

Here is the TTD way: we will use Boost

BEFORE developing the functional unit ( C++ class ) we create a test which 
expresses the expected behavior in a unit test:

NOW the actual class can be implemented

Once all tests run successfully the implementation work is finished

BOOST_AUTO_TEST_CASE(addOneTest)
{
    std::vector< int > input;
    input.push_back( 5 );
    input.push_back( 12 );

    AddOne::run( input );
    
    BOOST_REQUIRE( input[0] == 6 );
    BOOST_REQUIRE( input[1] == 13 );
}
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Unit Test FrameworksUnit Test Frameworks

A multitude of unit test frameworks exists for virtually all programming languages

For C++ the most popular ones are:

Python comes with PyUnit as part of the standard library (module name unittest)

http://docs.python.org/library/unittest.html

Most of these libraries offer a similar interface and provide these functionalities:

Define a code section as a unit test

Various methods to check for correct output ( value is equal, greater, etc )

Facilities to sort the test into categories

A test runner which can run all tests or only a subset

CppUnit Google Test Boost.Test
as part of the Boost C++ library

C++C++

http://docs.python.org/library/unittest.html
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Introducing Boost.TestIntroducing Boost.Test

In this course we will introduce the Boost.Test library which is part of the well-
known Boost library suite [1]

Most of the learned techniques can be easily transferred to other unit testing 
libraries and programming languages

The library can be static or dynamically linked to your executable or the library 
can be used header-only (not advised for real-world projects due to the 
increased compile time)

Most of the Boost.Test functionalities are provided via preprocessor macros 
which start with “BOOST_”

[1] http://www.boost.org/
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Boost.Test: Checking for correct outputBoost.Test: Checking for correct output

When checking for the correct output of the tested class,Boost.Test supports three levels:

WARN : If the conditions fails, a warning is logged, but the test case will not fail

CHECK : If the conditions fails, the test case fails but will be continued

REQUIRE : If the conditions fails, the test case fails and will be terminated instantly

Using these levels, a range of testings tools are available

Here are the most popular ones:

BOOST_<level> ( condition )
checks if condition is True

BOOST_<level>_MESSAGE ( condition, message )
same as BOOST_<level> but prints a message if the check fails

BOOST_<level>_EQUAL ( left_value, right_value )
checks if both values are equal using C++'s operator==()

BOOST_<level>_CLOSE( left_value, right_value, percentage )
checks if two values are close, percentage defines the the tolerance for the 
comparison in percentage units

BOOST_<level>_THROW( expression, exception )
checks whether an expression (e.g. function call) throws a specified exception 
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Boost.Test: Defining Test CasesBoost.Test: Defining Test Cases

To define a new test case, the preprocessor macro BOOST_AUTO_TEST_CASE can be 
used

This macro will register the test case in Boost.Test and the test code will be automatically 
run by the test runner

To structure the test cases, you can define them within test suites using 
BOOST_AUTO_TEST_SUITE :

BOOST_AUTO_TEST_CASE( myNewTestCase )
{

// your test code goes here
}

BOOST_AUTO_TEST_SUITE( myNewTestSuiteName )

BOOST_AUTO_TEST_CASE( myNewTestCase )
{

// your test code goes here
}

// more test cases for this suite go here

BOOST_AUTO_TEST_SUITE_END()
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Boost.Test: FixturesBoost.Test: Fixtures

Fixtures are a convenient way to setup and tear-down the necessary environment for test 
cases

Fixtures can manage:

Create / destroy the tested class itself

Generate or load test input data

Create and manage mock objects to simulate external dependencies ( DB 
Connections, file access, external libraries etc. )

Objects defined in a fixture can be accessed in the test cases (via C++ inheritance)

The macro BOOST_FIXTURE_TEST_CASE can be used to create a test case with an 
associated fixture

struct FixtureParseFileTest {
FixtureParseFileTest()  { 

// do fixture setup here 
}

    ~FixtureParseFileTest() { 
// do fixture teardown here

}
// Object which is used during the test

    TestFileAdapter m_testFileAdapter;
};

BOOST_FIXTURE_TEST_CASE( parseFiveLines, FixtureParseFileTest )
{

m_testFileAdapter.addTestLine("temperature:345.0");
}
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Boost.Test: Running the test casesBoost.Test: Running the test cases

If the file boost/test/included/unit_test.hpp is included, the main() function of the 
application will be automatically “instrumented”

This main() implements a default test runner which runs all tests by default and 
supports command line arguments

<test binary> --help 
shows all available options

<test binary> --log_level=all 
runs all tests and shows detailed output of all test cases

<test binary> --run_test=Core*
run only test case with names starting with “Core”

<test binary> --test=failingTestName
run only one test case directly 
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Test Driven Development: ConclusionTest Driven Development: Conclusion

TTD is beneficial in multiple stages of software lifetime:

Defining interfaces during development

Better and more focused debugging

Effects of changes to code can be easily verified by the test cases 

Releases can be tested on their feature completeness and 
correctness (at least to some extent)

TDD is not a way to develop guaranteed bug-free software (that's 
simply not possible)

But in can help you to find and avoid bugs

If your test cases did not find a specific bug in the implementation, 
simply add a new test case that can !
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Improved Code Quality
with Static Analysis
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Static Code AnalysisStatic Code Analysis

Some information about possible errors can already be extracted from the 
“static” source code, without actually running the program

This process is different to unit testing, where code is actually executed

Software tools exist, either as part of the compiler or standalone, which can 
perform this analysis

Due to the nature of this method, only specific classes of errors can be 
detected

Invalid memory access

Use of uninitialized variables

Incorrect or deprecated use of library methods 

Unreachable / Dead code segments

Hard or impossible to detect via Static Analysis are errors like

Wrong output values

Misbehaving control flow - endless loops etc.

Logical errors - checking for wrong conditions in if-statements etc.
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Example: Static Code Analysis with LLVM/clangExample: Static Code Analysis with LLVM/clang

LLVM

Open Source project

Offers building blocks of a compiler suite

Explicit interfaces among various layers

Frontend [C++,C,...] -> Optimizer -> Backend [x86, CUDA, ...]

http://llvm.org/

clang

Built on top of the LLVM infrastructure

C language frontend for LLVM

Supports C,C++ and Objective-C

Default compiler on Apple's Xcode 4.2 

http://clang.llvm.org/
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Clang Static Analyzer & scan-buildClang Static Analyzer & scan-build

The Static Analyzer is an integral part of the clang frontend

It offers the possibility to examine the program code on two levels:

Analysis of the Abstract Syntax Tree ( AST )

Symbolic Execution: Every possible path through the program is 
explored and validated

Checks already included: uninitilialized access, dead stores, 
dereferencing null, invalid malloc calls, ...

The scan-build tool is used to substitute the calls to GCC in a 
regular makefile. This allows for a transparent adaption of the Static 
Analyzer in most build systems:

> scan-build make

A collection of HTML pages is created automatically with detailed 
annotations of the source code

http://clang-analyzer.llvm.org/
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List can be ordered by bug type, 
File path etc.

In case of CMSSW the file path 
contains the module name

> Easy sorting by modules possible

Bug categories can be enabled
and disabled
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Example: Dead Storage
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Example: Using a Null pointer
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Static Code Analysis: ConclusionStatic Code Analysis: Conclusion

Can be a great tool to automatically check your source base for quality 
standards and possible bugs

Is not a silver bullet: there is a huge class of bugs and problem static 
code analysis will not find (e.g. controlflow and runtime features of the 
application)

Once the static analysis infrastructure has been setup, not much effort 
is needed to generate reports

Scan-build does the job

Additionally, don't ignore the compiler warnings, they also contain a lot 
for information about possible problems: they are THE first line of 
defence against bugs

With GCC, use the command line flags -Wall to enable most 
warning messages and use -Werror to treat all warnings as errors
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Continuous Integration

- bringing it all together -
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Continuous IntegrationContinuous Integration

Code repository ( Source code version control ): all developers submit there changes 
regularly ( at best, every day )

Automated build infrastructure, no human intervention necessary

Automated testing via unit tests and integration tests

Additional metrics on code qualitiy: static analysis, coding rules, code coverage

Notification system of problems during the compilation, testing or with code quality

Automated sending of eMails to the responsible programmer(s)

Bookkeeping for later reference

Automated deployment system

Apply quality control as early and as often as possible
and reduce the time it takes to deliver a new version.

The main ingredients are:

Open Source and commercial products are available which provide 
a infrastructure to combine all these ingredients
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Continuous Integration: A practical exampleContinuous Integration: A practical example

Adam and Bob are two developer working on the same high 
energy physics project

Adam works on the software for the data storage part and Bob 
works on the data reconstruction

They use a common SVN, have unit testing in place and have 
setup a Continuous Integration system in place

Adam changes one the basic data structures and runs the unit 
tests of his part of the software

Everything works fine for him

Inadvertendly, he broke one of the unit tests of Bob

Let's see what happens ...

Adam Bob
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Continuous Integration: A practical exampleContinuous Integration: A practical example

Bob

SVN

Build

Continuous Integration Server

Test

Open Ticket

SVN

Build

Test

Ticket Closed

Adam

New Feature

Notification:
Your Commit broke 
a unit test

Notification:
One of your unit
tests failed

Submit fix

Notification:
All unit tests passed

Notification:
All unit tests passed

Adam is 
blamed
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Continuous Integration Software: JenkinsContinuous Integration Software: Jenkins
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BottomlineBottomline

Efficient version control is a key to productivity if more than one 
developer collaborate to one project

Git is a good solution!

Test Driven Development helps the developer:

Formulating desired behaviours and interfaces via tests

To better focus on debugging

Continuous integration is the only way you can successfully manage 
big modular software projects

Nightly builds

Blaming lists and notification mechanisms

Automated tests
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